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So Summer is here. As I write this at 10 o'clock in the morning, the
temperature is soaring. The gloomy trench coat of Winter has well and
truly been shrugged off to reveal the yellow polka dot bikini of
Summer... or something like that. The good folk of Bristol, my
hometown, have fully embraced the seasonal shift. There is a lot of flesh
on display and, by default, that means a lot of tattoos are on show.

Now I’ve always been a big fan of people-watching and of course the
tattoo angle just adds to my enjoyment – but on more than one
occasion in the past I’ve managed to put myself in harm’s way while
indulging my passion. I can remember as a lad back in the 80s sitting in
a cafe and being utterly transfixed by one particular skinhead’s facial
tattoos... and being forced to leave said cafe, rather sharpish, on the
aforementioned skin’s personal recommendation. But since then I’ve
refined my technique somewhat, first as a photojournalist – a great job
for a people-watcher – and now, even better, as a professional tattoo
spotter. Perhaps, in becoming the editor of Total Tattoo, I've finally
found the perfect practical application for my human infatuation.

Of course, when I’m out and about in my professional capacity I'm
always on the lookout for tattoos that really pop. I have a kind of filter
that switches itself on when I’m looking at potential magazine content
– but switches itself off when I’m off-duty. When I’m not in my editor’s
role, I have to steal a glance at every single tattoo I spot, regardless. It
doesn’t make a blind bit of difference whether it's of the standard that I
would put in the magazine or not. And that is something that has begun
to puzzle me. It's as if I have created two different tattoo personalities,
and to be honest I'm not sure if I'm all that happy about it.

I first started contributing to Total Tattoo in Sally’s days as editor. The
one thing that she impressed upon me was that we were not here to
judge tattoos. In fact she went further, questioning whether anybody has
the right to do that. She was, and still is, spot on. I am not saying that all
tattoos are created equal – but you cannot remove the way the wearer
feels about their tattoo. That and that alone has got to be its real value,
because it’s surely the only connection that matters in the long run.
(After all, the latest and greatest tattoos will always be superseded,
however good they are deemed to be at the time.)

That takes me back to the people-watching thing. It always fascinates
me to observe how people wear their tattoos. You can almost see
their level of comfort with them. For some, they seem barely to exist.
For others, they are just a faded memory of what was perhaps a more
carefree time. Some wear their ink with pride, happy for their tattoo to
make its statement regardless of its age or condition (the ink may have
faded but the connection is still strong). And of course that new tattoo
feeling is visible a mile off! But the latest hotspot for me is the victim of
the laser; I can’t help but want to know “Why?” 

Obviously it’s all just conjecture. I’ve got no real way of knowing what’s
going on. But it sure is a great way to pass the time when you’re sitting
in a coffee shop trying to think what you’re going to write about in
your next editorial…

Until Next Month

James

EDITORIAL

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine
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NEWS & REVIEWS
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in here. 
Send us your news items, books or products for review and items of general curiosity and intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.
news, total tattoo magazine, po Box 10038, sudbury, suffolk, Co10 7WL.

Book Review

Heavenly Bodies – 
Cult Treasures and Spectacular
Saints from the Catacombs
By: Paul Koudounaris

Publisher: Thames & Hudson Ltd

Publication date: 9 September 2013

Price: £19.99

Heavenly Bodies is the definitive visual record

of the slightly strange but fascinating art of

bejewelling skeletons that was practised by

the Catholic Church during the 16th century.

The bones were believed by the Catholic

Church to be those of the early Christian

martyrs and were therefore treated as sacred.

Sumptuously decorated and clothed, they

were made available for religious use by

congregations across German-speaking

Europe, often replacing holy relics that had

been destroyed in the Protestant

Reformation. But unfortunately for these

unique art works, their glory was fleeting. 

By the 19th century they had come to be

regarded as a bizarre and morbid reminder of

an embarrassing past and, as faith in them

wavered, many were lost. Thankfully art

historian and photographer Paul Koudounaris

has taken it upon himself to uncover the

details of this remarkable story and document

the bones as never before. Heavenly Bodies is

the result of this obsession. It is a wonderful

record of an extraordinary episode in our

religious history and a fascinating angle on our

ever-changing relationship with what lies

beneath our skin.

Competition Winners
‘Plastic fantastic’ competition in Issue 101

was won by michael Freeman from

Coventry.

‘Nice One Nick’ competition in Issue 102

was won by Ben pooley of Lancaster.

The STory of 

New ZealaNd 

PriSoN TaTTooiNg

In Issue 104 Linkys we brought you a

trailer for ‘Inside Tattooing’, the story

of New Zealand Prison Tattooing. We

are pleased to announce that the film

is now available for your consumption.

Simply go to our facebook page and

you will find a link. Hit it, and for £2.99

you have 48 hours of streaming time

on your hands to enjoy this fine piece

of documentary filmmaking. 

Well worth it.
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WIN TICKETS TO 

THE LONDON INTERNATIONAL

TATTOO CONVENTION

Roll up! Roll up! Roll up! It’s that time again. The mighty 

London Convention is coming to town. 

On September 27th, 28th and 29th Tobacco Dock will once

again be filled with the greatest tattoo artists on the planet.

Want to go? Fancy a free weekend pass? ...Oh go on then. 

We have five pairs to give away, so just drop us a line at

comps@totaltattoo.co.uk and let us know how many years

this show has been running. Terms and conditions apply (see

page 5) and the closing date is Monday September 2nd.

New PriNt from BriaN ewiNg

New York based graphic artist Brian ewing – whose work is now much in

demand – delves back into his past once again to find inspiration for his latest

limited edition print. and this one has a great story behind it. Brian says, “i’m

continuing with the Dissected monster series. this time, it’s my favourite

monster ever: the Creature! of all the monsters from that period, the gill

man still holds up. the design was ahead of its time. when i was a kid they

aired the Creature in 3D and i remember running around frantically trying to

earn $1.50 to buy the 3D glasses from open Pantry down the block. i begged

my mom to help me adjust our old tV to the correct frequency so the 3D

‘technology’ actually worked. it was a glorious day that i’ll always remember.”

in a signed and numbered edition of 100, these 18”x 24” screenprints are

available via Brian’s website: brianewing.com
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One for the Diary...

A picture is worth A

thousAnd words…
It is said that a picture is worth a thousand words, but what if the

words themselves become an image in their own right? From the

ornate lettering in ancient documents to the wild style graffiti we have

seen develop over the last few decades, if you give a word its own visual

representation you empower it tenfold. In tattooing, for that very

reason, script has become massive and those who have chosen to

embrace it really have taken it to another level. Recently we’ve been

given a couple of great sketchbooks – by Toni Moore (Broad Street

Tattoo) and by Justin Wilson (on the road) – and we’d love to pass

these on to one of you. So, if script is your thing and you want to get

inspired, just drop us a line at comps@totaltattoo.co.uk with the

subject line ‘Words’, not forgetting to include your name and address.

Terms and conditions apply (see page 5).  Closing date Monday

September 2nd.
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LINKYS

Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide range of tattoo
snippets for you to enjoy. If you know of a good Linky that you think our
readers would like, drop us a line to editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as
your subject.

Tattoo Harizanmai, Kyoto Japan

https://vimeo.com/52321501

Shutter Land 1040: Vienna spray painting

https://vimeo.com/69531105

Oreo Cakesters

https://vimeo.com/68742466

Under the Skin with Jack Rudy 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSnJ_luivvY

Cat Dog Stoop: by Isaac LittleJohn Eddy

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_lfdqya76g

FOrever InK 

InK  SHIeLd gIveAwAy!

The sun is no friend to your

permanent pals. Frankly it’s got

it in for them big time. Those

nasty UV rays are going to

take their toll if you don’t slap

on the factor five thousand. So

I guess it’s strange there aren’t

that many tattoo-specific sun

creams on the market. But

now we have Forever Ink

Shield, brought to you by the

makers of Forever Ink Balm

and developed in association

with Louis Molloy. So what’s

the difference between this

product and that ancient

bottle of leftover sun lotion at

the back of your bathroom

cabinet? Here’s what the

makers have to say: “Forever

Ink Shield has been formulated

to care for, protect and even

enhance tattooed skin. The

light, oil-free, vitamin- and

antioxidant-rich lotion

combines hydration with 

all-important SPF45

protection to defend against

the environmental factors

that, over time, may cause

gradual colour fade. Added 

to this, Forever Ink Shield's

unique Ink Lock technology actively seals

in tattoo colour to preserve and enhance

its vibrancy... for the lifetime that was

intended.” Blimey! 

But you don’t have to take their word for

it because Forever Ink have kindly given

us 20 tubes to give away. If you’d like to

try it for yourself, drop us a line at

comps@totaltattoo.co.uk with the

subject line ‘Sun’, not forgetting to include

your name and address. Terms and

condition apply (see page 5). Closing date

Monday September 2nd.

SHOP TALK

Tattoo HQ is moving to 31 West Bars, Chesterfield,

Derbyshire, S40 1AG. Manning the machines will be

Brenden Jones, Chris Cross, Richard Lazenby and Liv

Frost.You can get hold of them on 01246 234201 or look

them up at www.tattoohq.co.uk 

VIP Custom Tattoo Durham are proud to announce we

now have two amazing female tattoo artists: Amy-Jae and

Caroline. Please contact the shop for appointments on

0191 372 2727 or check the website to see a small sample

of their work at www.durhamtattoo.co.uk

Tattoo Workshop in Brighton are looking for a super

talented black and grey artist to join their little family. 

If you have what it takes, you can contact them on 01273

692695, email them at info@tattooworkshop.co.uk or

check out www.tattooworkshop.co.uk
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Pictures Adriaan Machete

Interview James Sandercock

M
exico City is the largest metropolitan area in the

western hemisphere. Densely populated and home

to more than twenty million people, there is both

extreme wealth and extreme poverty here. The city’s

culture, blending together the magical reality of the native

Indians and the Catholic fundamentalism of the invading

Spanish, reflects the struggle that is Mexican history,

fascinating and absorbing as any work of fiction. Unique and

beautiful as it is hard and unforgiving, this extraordinary

place was home to Adriaan Machete for the first twenty two

years of his life. Now, at the age of 31, after spending time in

Spain, Sweden, Finland and Estonia, he is living in Berlin.

Working in his own studio, Machete Death Art, he is still

very much connected to the culture of his native Mexico.

I was intrigued to know what it means to

Adriaan to be Mexican.  “Being Mexican is

weird, and growing up in Mexico City was

crazy. All around me there was crisis and

poverty, and a lot of conflict. It was intense.

There was a killing here, a fight there, lots of

blood... but always there was this other

cultural thing, the music and the food. We have

this festival called Day of the Dead and even

when I was three or four years old I

remember how much I loved it. You would just

go to a cemetery and play. There were candles

and flowers and a Mariachi band playing

traditional Mexican folk music. As a child you

don’t know what death is, so you grow up

thinking that everything is a joke. You also have

millions of tourist coming every year so you

feel proud of the culture as well. ”



As we chat, I wonder if Adriaan’s gentle

demeanour and relaxed style is perhaps a

smokescreen disguising just how hard life was

during those early years, but I realise it is also

quite possibly the very thing that allowed him

to come through unscathed. “I have always

been different. My parents were crazy – always

fighting – so I just grew up alone. They were

also atheists, and in such a predominantly

Catholic society that is very rare.” This caused

problems for the young Adriaan. People would

call him Satanic; even his teachers at university

did not understand. He developed a feeling of

always being on the outside of society and felt

he would never fit in. 

Total Tattoo Magazine 13
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Growing up, Adriaan remembers being able to

come and go as he pleased. “Even when I was

very young, I would just leave the house,

curious to see what was going on in the

outside world.” Gang culture gave him a sense

of belonging, but his creative side was

blossoming too. “The gang were like my

brothers. But even though I was a tough kid, I

was still drawing and still fascinated with

creativity. I always wanted to do something

positive with my life. I have many friends in jail,

and some have died. I didn’t want to end up

going down that road. I wanted to do

something different – maybe go to art school

– but at first I felt I needed to hide that side of

me from my friends. It was only later that I

really made my peace with it. And then I saw

tattooing. I just thought it was amazing. The

mix of taboos and art! It was as if it was made

for me.” 
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Like many people who open themselves up to

experience, Adriaan found that life then just

seemed to fall into place via a series of

coincidences. “There was this German guy

from Berlin who was travelling in Mexico. He

was into the punk rock scene. I asked him if it

would be OK to visit him some time and he

gave me his contact details.” It was November

when Adriaan flew into Berlin. Winter had

taken hold and he had never experienced

anything like it. “I had no idea what to expect.

Mexico is like 25 degrees all year round. Berlin

was so cold.  I had no friends, no gangs,

nothing. It was really hard.” But Adriaan had

also never experienced anything like the

tattoo culture of Berlin. “For the first time I

saw people walking around with full sleeves

and necks and I was just like, Wow. This was

the point when I knew I had to go for my

dream of becoming a tattooist.”

However, Adriaan didn’t actually start

tattooing until he was in his twenties. He

made the decision to go to university rather

than art school, and took courses in art,

photography and anthropology. Almost

inevitably, the time came when he decided

he needed to leave Mexico. “I felt that you

were either from a gang, or you were an

artist. I was both those – and many other

things too. Mexico was no longer enough for

me. So I stopped university and my travelling

within Mexico (which is a whole other

story) and just said fuck it and left.” 
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Call it fate, call it coincidence – but once again it played its part. A tattoo

artist Adriaan knew in Mexico happened to move to Berlin at that same time

and the two ended up living in a squat together. “I had no money and no job,

so I was poor as hell and knew I had to do something about it. Then this guy

just came out of nowhere!” Adriaan simply asked him if he could show him

how to tattoo. “He taught me the basics and gave me a machine, some ink

and some needles. From the very beginning I could just do it. It felt so

natural.” 

Consumed by his interest in tattooing (but still very cold), Adriaan decided it

was time to move on again. He needed to learn even more and develop his

own tattoo art. “In my mind, it was now all about tattooing. I loved it”. A

move to Spain introduced him to a different style of tattoo. “In Berlin at that

time it was all about Japanese, but in Spain it was simple as fuck old school,

with a lot of black. Then I travelled to Sweden, with all their neo-traditional

work, then Finland.” As he travelled, each new country seemed to offer

something that he liked, so he started to mix these elements into his own

style.
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Eventually Adriaan found himself drawn back to Berlin and he took a job in a street shop. This set

him free to develop; he had nothing to lose. Not restricted to working in any particular style, he

drew and drew and eventually realised what the missing piece was. “It was like a switch being

flicked on inside me. I knew the direction I had to take. I had to put my own culture into my

tattooing! This was my style. Everything clicked and things started to move really fast. It happened

so fast.” Adriaan began going to conventions every month, journalists started to call, and suddenly

people were travelling to Berlin to be tattooed by him.

For Adriaan, this is undoubtedly a boom period. But he realises how important it is to continue

to develop his art. “I’m going to carry on trying out new things and mixing styles. I have

overcome that fear that I had a few years ago. If people don’t like it, then OK – but usually

somebody will. The truth is, life is getting better and better. People seem so happy with their

tattoos. It’s so important for me to be friends with my customers and I still have this strong

cultural identity. I keep Tequila in the shop and when I finish a tattoo we drink together. I have

Mexican parties in the shop. You don’t only come for a tattoo – you are now part of the family: a

gang member!” Sharing good things is a big part of who Adriaan is. He also welcomes guest

artists to his shop, and they in turn become part of his neo-traditional gang. 

Adriaan paints a lot, and continues to study.

“The biggest problem is that I don’t have

enough time; I spend so much of it tattooing.

In the future I want to paint more, because it’s

such an amazing thing to do. I go on

watercolour and sketching courses. You need

to understand colour, especially if you want to

work in a more minimalist way, as I do. I will

visit a museum and analyse the paintings – and

really study the use of colour by, say, Alphonse

Mucha. Then I try to translate elements of that

into tattooing. It really works, it’s always a

process of learning. The other thing is that in

Mexico the warm colours are always there.

They make you happy – red, orange, pink,

yellow, ochre – so I like to use them. They

remind me of home: Summer, being happy,

gangs, the desert, snakes and I don’t know…”   
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A trip home to Mexico was obviously

always on the cards. “A year ago I went

back and it was insane. I went to the

mountains and did rituals with a Shaman,

visiting pyramids and doing all this weird

stuff. It’s amazing going back to your roots

and realising what you are made of. And in

Mexico City, that fear that perhaps you

shouldn’t be walking in this street at

night... you forget these things when you

live in Berlin. Now, though, I feel I can be

part of many different cultures.”

That embracing of life is what makes

Adriaan who he is today. His openness and

honesty are disarming, and there is no

doubt that this softly spoken Mexican has

the true soul of an artist. For him, studying

and creative growth are as natural as

breathing. Although he claims that his life

is a series of coincidences, even from the

limited time we have spent together it’s

painfully obvious that he is a student of

the masters who have gone before him

and no stranger to obsession.
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We talk of future developments. Adriaan is

currently making progress in a new

direction, but is not yet ready to share it

with the tattoo world. “My art is becoming

more minimalist. It’s beginning to work,

but I’m still scared. I can feel a process

happening. It’s going to take some time –

maybe years – but I really want to move

towards another style. It’s going to take a

lot of work and a lot of studying. It’s hard,

and I don’t want to rush.”

adriaan-machete.com

facebook.com/adriaan.machete
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moscow
tattoo convention

1. art fusion in a russian style

2. moscow skyline

2. khokhloma folk art

4. by aleksandr eneken (russia)

A
lways worth the adventure, and always a feast for the eyes,

Russian conventions have much to offer and are usually

plenty of fun. This year, Pavel Angel’s sixth mega-event in

central Moscow drew capacity crowds: there were beautiful people,

bizarre people, partying to the max, and perfect tattoos! This crazy

city is no stranger to extremes, and the local tattoo scene is no

exception.

Arena Moscow, not far from the city

centre, is one of those typical mega night

clubs with very visible security, low-level

lighting and sky-high drink prices – but

with clean facilities (which you don’t

always find in Russia) and good

connections to public transport too. 

The latter is a huge advantage, as the

traffic jams of Moscow are as notorious as

the crookedness of its cab drivers. All in

all, this convention seems finally to have

found a great venue.

Organiser Pavel Angel is a tattoo legend

in Russia. With his innovative and mind-

blowingly precise ‘stone tribal’ carving-

style tattoos, he was one of the first artists

in the country to become internationally

known. Every year, he works with family

and friends to make the Moscow

convention happen, tirelessly promoting it

around the world, and exhausting himself

emotionally, physically and financially.

Until very recently, tattoos simply didn’t

have mass appeal in Moscow. Perhaps

this is because the fine arts are more of a

fringe phenomenon in this largely

consumer-oriented city. It seems that only

a minority of generally younger, more

open-minded Russians appreciate the

artistry of ink. For many of the older

generation, skin ornamentation is a

useless waste of time at best, often

associated with criminality, hooliganism

and prison. These prejudices have been

fought vehemently by Pavel Angel and his

friends for the past decade by inviting the

media to their events, giving interviews,

and trying hard to present the world of

tattooing in the friendliest, most appealing,

way.

3.

4.

2.1.

Text and Photos: Travellin’ Mick   
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Pavel is supported by colleagues not only

from the capital, but also from the far-flung

eastern provinces of this gigantic country.

A whole section of the convention in

Moscow – jokingly referred to as Little

Siberia – was reserved for the tattooists

from Novosibirsk and Omsk, places where

some of the best Russian tattoo studios

are located. (A few artists even wore

traditional costumes and decorated their

booths with Khokhloma wood painting,

whose motifs and designs are now often

incorporated into contemporary tattoos.)

Of these Siberian artists, Saigon and

Dmitrij Chikai in particular are huge role

models, looked up to by an entire new

generation of young Russian talent. And

their former students, Aleksandr Pashkov

and Pioneer, are outstanding artists too,

setting the standard for innovative and

detailed tattooing in Russia and beyond.

Their good friend Konstantin Vorobjev

from Barnaul, not far from Novosibirsk, is

a particularly ambitious newcomer. This

year in Moscow he showed a jaw-

droppingly beautiful colour portrait of

singer Beyoncé, surrounded by doves, on

the leg of a female friend. This deservedly

took the trophies for Best Colour and Best

of Show.

5.

6. 7. 8.
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Russian artists certainly demonstrate

extraordinary proficiency and meticulous

artistry in all forms of realism, but there

now seems to be an increasing variety of

other styles on offer too. Huge talent could

be found all over the hall. There was

Stepan Negur, with his nightmarish but

always incredible realistic black-and-grey

pieces, and others such as Aleksandr

Twig, Aleksej Joffer or Aleksandr Bishop,

with their equally creative but much more

colourful work. Elena Tugaeva stood out

for her highly individual and slightly

abstract colour portraits (a style that can

now increasingly be seen in Germany, the

Czech Republic and Poland) and highly

respected Oleg Shepelenko won awards

for his innovative portrait work. A totally

different artistic approach was offered by

Ivan Hack, with his astonishingly skilful

dotwork.

9. 10.

11.

12.
5. by andreij wiken (russia)

6. by anton aleksinka, tattoo angel 

(russia)

7. by stepan negur (russia)

8. by julian, corpsepainter 

(germany)

9. by julian, corpsepainter (germany)

10. by evgenij pioneer, pioneer tattoo 

(russia)

11. by elena tugaeva (russia)

12. by tattoo fire (russia)
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Sadly, with the sole exception of Lord Mike Evans, all the invited American artists had to

withdraw from the show due to visa problems. But many foreigners did successfully fight

the red tape and manage to attend, including a sizeable delegation from Germany.

Amongst their number was Viktor Meyer, an up-and-coming black-and-grey realistic artist

who was born in Russia but now resides in Germany. He was an invaluable source of

assistance to anybody who needed an interpreter or city guide!

After years of rather unspectacular attendance figures at the Moscow convention, 2012

seemed to herald something of a change in public attitudes toward tattooing and interest

was clearly on the rise. In 2013, with the additional boost of the move to this much more

convenient venue, demand for convention tickets exploded! Masses of visitors packed

the venue to capacity all through Saturday. Even on Friday, traditionally the most quiet

day at conventions, tattoo fans were crowding the generously-sized aisles. As well as the

tattooing of course, many were attracted by the excellent entertainment presented by MC

Sergej, a professional actor, clown and comedian. The entertainment included a fantastic

body painting demonstration. Nothing unusual, you might say – but at the Moscow

convention this was combined with some extremely talented erotic dancing, the hot-

blooded crowd cheering the on-stage frenzy of writhing naked painted skin!

13. 14.

15.
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Any visit to this somewhat intimidating city can be

a leap into the unknown and a roller-coaster of

emotions. The rampant consumerism, the huge

contrast between rich and poor, the crime, the

endless traffic jams and the choking pollution can

all be quite daunting for the first-timer. But

Moscow has something else to offer the visitor

that manages to eclipse all of these: the

incredible hospitality and heartfelt warmth of the

Russian people. Combine that with the truly

magnificent tattoos on show at this convention,

and its a recipe that is hard to beat.

16.

17. 18.

19.

13. by giorgij desfontaines (russia)

14. by ivan hack, trash work tattoo (russia)

15. by aleksandr pashkov (russia)

16. by sergeij shamott (russia)

17. by aleksandr bishop (russia)

18. by konstantin vorobjev (russia)

19 body painting russian style
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20.

22. 23.

24.

21.
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25.

26.

27.

20. by karina cuba (russia)

21. by vetrov (russia)

22. by stepan negur (russia)

23. by aleksandr bishop (russia)

24. by stepan negur (russia) 

25. by sergeij erus (russia)

26. by rom (russia) 

27. by konstantin (russia)
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28. 29.

30. 31. 31. 32.

28. by oleg shepelenko (russia)

29. by aleksandr eneken (russia)

30. by evgeniy mel (russia)

31. by alekseij joffer (russia)

32. by alekseij joffer (russia)

33. by aleksandr pashkov (russia)
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PRIVATE VIEW
Our showcase for paintings, drawings and design work by the most creative tattooists on the planet. 

This month Joey Ortega, Triple Crown Tattoo, USA. If you would like us to consider your work, please send

examples to : Private View, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL, UK
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Photography: Jenna Kraczek

Tattoo Artist: Chris Garcia, Club Tattoo (USA)

Make-up: Brittany Leigh

Choker necklace: Patricia Margolis

Hair: Skyeann



Tell us who

you are...

I'm a full-time

tattooed model

and, as of four

months ago, I’m also

a full-time mommy to

my handsome son

Anthony Alexander. I'm a

girl who loves to laugh and

have a good time, but I always

know what my priorities are.

Family is something that always

comes first for me, and my close

friends are of huge importance too.

And I absolutely love the ocean. Even

though my skin is so pale, I adore being

in the sun – with extra SPF 100 to keep

my tattoos in mint condition!

What does being heavily tattooed

mean to you?

Being heavily tattooed is about being original.

I'm an extremely creative person, and having

tattoos means I am literally a walking work of

art. And it gives me a sense of empowerment

knowing that I came up with the individual

concept for every single one of my tattoos.

Each tiny detail represents an obstacle that I

have overcome in my life, or something that I

hold close to my heart.

When did you first decide to get

tattooed?

When I was 19 years old I saw some really

awesome artwork that I would have loved to

have got tattooed on me. But I also knew I

wanted something that told my own story.

I waited a couple of years and I finally decided

to start getting tattooed when I found the

right artist: Chris Garcia at Club Tattoo in

Las Vegas. We started with my chest piece 

and went on to my sleeve from there.

How has being heavily tattooed

shaped your life?

I knew when I got my first tattoo – my chest

piece – that it was only the beginning. I

wanted to move on to a full sleeve right away.

But I made sure I put a lot of thought into it

before I got anything tattooed on me. All my

tattoos are meaningful, and they always will

be. Everywhere I go, people ask me about my

ink and the story behind it. I’d been modelling

for about a year before I had any tattoos, but

once I started to become heavily tattooed

that's when the modelling work really picked

up for me. Becoming heavily tattooed has

definitely changed my life for the better. 

And getting recognised all the time for the

beautiful tattoos I have on me really does

make me happy!

How did you go about choosing your

artist?

Such a great question! I knew I wanted to get

tattooed by someone amazing – especially for

my first tattoo. I remember going into Club

Tattoo to see a friend and looking through

the digital portfolios they have on display

there. I found an image of Trace Cyrus's chest

and neck piece that Chris Garcia had done.

And I was like, oh my! Now that’s who I want

to do my tattoos! I’ll never forget how that

image drew me into wanting to get tattooed

by Chris.

What inspired your chest piece and

sleeve?

When I was younger, my mom bought me a

gold locket necklace. It was my favourite

piece of jewellery and I never wanted to take

it off! I will never forget it. I decided to get it

tattooed on me because it means so much to

me. My favourite tattoo style is realism, and

around the locket are two beautiful realistic

roses. And there is a banner at the bottom of

my chest piece with lyrics from one of my

favourite bands when I was growing up:

Underoath. The lyrics say, 

“Hey unloving, I will love you.” I honestly

couldn't be happier with the way my chest

piece came out. Chris captured the way I

wanted it to look perfectly.After my chest

piece we moved on to my sleeve. It’s all about

me growing up – through childhood and into

my teenage years. The top half is based

around Alice in Wonderland, which was

always one of my favourite stories. There’s a

blonde girl sitting in front of an open gate

with a bunny next to her, a dark gloomy sky

with a clock, and a ‘drink me’ bottle. This is all

about taking chances in life – right then and

there, when you have the opportunity –

because the clock is always ticking. Don’t

procrastinate, because you never know when

you’ll get that chance again. And the bottom

half of my sleeve is the lost city of Atlantis.

When I was younger I loved to go swimming

and play mermaids. And I would create my

own world that was Atlantis! It was always so

much fun.

What tattoos do you have planned

for the future?

Getting new ink is something that I always

look forward to. Some of my next tattoos will

be portraits. One of them will be a portrait

of my grandmother when she was 18 years

old in the 1940s. She was such a huge

influence on me when I was growing up, and

she still is. She has supported me through

everything and I love her so much. She is now

84 years old and looks as beautiful as ever. I’m

lucky to still have her in my life. I also plan on

covering my other arm with a sleeve, but I’m

not sure what I want yet so I will be taking

my time with that. And there are many more

pieces to come. Can’t wait!

Have you had to deal with any

negativity towards your tattoos?

Yes, I’ve had to deal with lots of negativity

over the years. When I first got tattooed, I

was told by numerous people that I wouldn't

be able to pursue the things I wanted in life,

or that being tattooed was simply wrong. But

I know I’m still the same girl; my tattoos don't

change my personality and they don't make

me a lesser person. That’s basically how I deal

with it. In my modelling work, I’m often told

my tattoos don't look real. People think

they’re photoshopped on. But that just makes

me laugh, because I think it's one of the best

compliments about my ink! I have an amazing

tattoo artist, and I absolutely love all the

work he’s done on me.

And finally, do you have any hidden

talents?

I’ve had a lot of experience in managerial

roles over the past eight years and I want to

go to college to study business management. 

I would love to take it to the next level and

own my own company, or build my own

brand. Also... I can Swarovski Stone anything!

From phones to license plates, heels, mirrors,

sunglasses and laptops... Pretty much anything

your heart desires!

Skyeann Giglio
COVER MODEL PROFILE
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Hayley comes from a pretty

conservative working class

background, with not a single

tattoo (or even a passing interest

in tattooing) to be found anywhere

in her family. However, for some

reason, she felt tattooing was

where her future lay. “It was

simple really. I knew I could

draw, copy and colour in really

well. In fact at school art was the

only subject I was good at. To be

honest, I wasn’t very academic;

university was just not talked

about at all. Even though I had no

desire to get tattooed – I just

didn’t move in those circles –

tattooing was something I thought

I would enjoy and be able to do

quite well... and it seemed to be a

reachable career goal. Does that

sound weird?”

“I also thought that tattooing was

going to get a lot bigger than it

was back then. It seemed there

was so much more that could be

done with it. I just went to the

local library, trawled through the

Yellow Pages and sent out about

two hundred letters to all the

studios I could find. At the time I

wasn’t aware that there were

shops like Into You in London

that were so innovative.” But

Hayley did end up getting tattooed

by Alex Binnie [of Into You]– “his

pieces were so fresh, different and

modern” – and that exposure to

Alex and his work fundamentally

changed the way she saw

tattooing and her place within it.

Hayley has been tattooing for

thirteen years now, but she has

only been specialising in custom

work for the last five years or so.

“Large scale design is what I like,

and of course that led me to the

Japanese style. Seeing Filip Leu’s

work really sold me on it. I did do

an apprenticeship at the start, but

it was in a studio the size of a

stable, with 1970s flash [some of
which Hayley still has]. I was

shown the very basics, but I

would say I am sixty to seventy

percent self taught.”

Hayley thinks of herself as more

of a designer than an artist

(though of course I would beg to

differ...). “I use a lot of reference

material, but I end up tampering

with it. I’m taking on a few more

projects away from the Japanese

stuff these days. I do still enjoy

that style, but it’s going to be nice

Interview: James Sandercock 

Pictures: Hayley Hayes

W
ithout knowing who she was at the time, I

first met Hayley Hayes at one of the early

Tattoo Jams. I spotted her beautiful sleeves a

mile off and went over to introduce myself. She was a

little shy, but she agreed to let me take a few shots. We

chatted for a while, but I don’t actually remember her

saying she was a tattooist... Then, not so long ago, the

name Hayley Hayes appeared on the Total Tattoo

radar. As an artist she was new to us, but her work was

impressive so we rummaged around on the internet

and were amazed at what we found: large scale

Japanese-inspired pieces that showed a real

understanding of design, composition and colour. They

were consistently top notch, and they had a style all of

their own. This was clearly a mature artist who had

honed her skills. We couldn’t figure out why we hadn’t

heard of her before, but one thing was for sure – we

wanted to know more.
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doing something more personal

and authentic to my background.

Saying that, I do love Buddhist

and Tibetan imagery. I went on a

Thangka painting course a few

years ago which I really enjoyed.

I’ve been trying to hone the

techniques that I learnt there –

transferring them from paper to

skin. It’s just finding the time for

everything. I don’t eat-sleep-and-

breathe tattooing. I love to travel,

and there are plenty of other

things that keep me busy!”

The first thing that drew me to

Hayley’s work was the very

individual style that she has

developed for herself. “Nobody

put any barriers in my way and I

was never given a rule book. I’ve

never claimed to be a Japanese

specialist; my clients just like

what I do. As a Westerner, I think

trying to imitate the Japanese

style would be disrespectful –

although it has crossed my mind

that some people might look at

my work and feel that way about

it because it doesn’t follow any of

the traditional rules.” Hayley’s

work stands out because of her

openness to good design

influences of many kinds. We talk

a little about the more modern

styles that are beginning to seep

into her work – the designs of

John Baizley and Audrey

Kawasaki, for example, who have

in turn been influenced by Art

Nouveau, which itself derives in

large part from the work of the

Japanese ukiyo-e masters. “I feel

my real skill lies in piecing all

these influences together”, she

tells me, “and getting a good flow

and balance.”

But the big question still needs to

be answered. Why such a low

profile? “I’ve never been

proactive in getting my work out

there. Over the last few years I’ve

had a steady stream of new

clients who have allowed me do

what I want, and I’ve mainly

worked in a private studio on my

own. I go through phases of

feeling that I need to be out there

more... but I also feel my work is

currently not really on trend.”
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But Hayley is certainly no

recluse. She enjoyed working at

the Brighton Tattoo Convention

this year and has her sights firmly

set on London for the future. “I

feel ready now. I think I was

lacking confidence in the past,

especially with regard to the

tattoo scene. Maybe if I had got

involved earlier on... who

knows... but I’m not sure what

people get out of being splashed

everywhere. I have been happy

tattooing some lovely people and

doing the work I want to do. I’m

not sure what I would have

gained.” Hayley did, at one time,

toy with the idea of doing a

regular day at a big London

studio, but she now feels that

would have been a mistake and

might have had a detrimental

effect on the development of her

own personal style. “I’m glad I

didn’t do it. I think I would have

felt intimidated, and my work

would probably have ended up

being a carbon copy of someone

else’s.” 

I ask Hayley if she feels

particularly connected to

tattooing as it is at the moment.

“With some of the old school

artists maybe. But I really have

just kept myself to myself. This

new wave of tattooers just makes

me feel old. I don’t know why I

haven’t pushed more. Perhaps

you could put that down to a lack

of confidence too? I have been

content just to stand back from

things, but I don’t feel especially

connected or disconnected. One

thing I have noticed is the number

of top class illustrators and

designers who are coming into

tattooing at the moment. I’m

conscious that the standard is

getting higher and higher all the

time. And I need to constantly

work on my skills. In fact this

Summer I’m attending a two-

week life drawing and painting

course at LARA.” [London
Atelier of Representational Art]
Hayley is, however, all too 

aware that getting caught up in

something outside of yourself
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and allowing it to influence

you unduly can also be a

negative thing. “I have made

that mistake before. You can

just end up wasting time.”

Hayley has walked her own

path right from the very

beginning of her tattoo

journey. She has developed, at

her own speed, into an

interesting and talented artist,

taking inspiration only from

the things that appeal to her

own individual aesthetic – and

her unique tattoos reflect this.

Her measured attitude to the

world around her, and creative

way of blending styles, make

her an artist to keep an eye on.

Definitely one to watch! 

www.japanesetattooing.co.uk
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Showcasingsomeoftheworld'sbesttattoos

GALLERY
PLUS

SEE THE LIGHT
YUMMYSOMETHING FISHYHAND & FOOT



see the light
tommy helm, empire state (usa) pontus jonsson, alternative art (sweden)

akira newland, white smoke tattoos

jee sayalero, humanfly (spain)



nick baxter (usa) 

cecil porter, cecil porter tattoo (usa)
adem senturk, fat fugu tattoo



miss arianna, skinwear (italy)
nick baldwin, gung ho!

mike stockings, legacy ink

seán kealy, snakebite (ireland)



scott ellis, triple crown (usa)

london slade, kings street social (canada)

boris (hungary)

kirk sheppard, rain city tattoo

(canada)



billy hay, custom inc
mirek stotker, stotker tattoo

yummy

alan aldred, cosmic tattoo

tim pangburn, art machine productions (usa)



callum berry, draconian tattoo

amy savage, jayne doe tattoo

paul smith, marked for life



scott owen, the great western tattoo club

eimear kearny, art and soul (ireland)

rachel baldwin, modern body art



raquel, jolie rouge tattoo

mark duhan, skin deep ink (usa)

ben harris, art machine productions (usa)

enne röpnack, ennetainment (germany)

kirk sheppard, rain city tattoo (canada)



nakota garza, nakota art and tattoos (usa)

jared stomber, kustom kulture (usa)

magda zon, evil from the needle

chris allen, divine machine (usa)



electric linda, attitude tattoo (norway)

charissa gregson, jolie rouge joe frost, thou art

cesar de cesaro, body garden



something fishy

rose price, organic element

sam ricketts, 

the great western 

tattoo club

darcy nutt, chalice tattoo (usa)



luci lou, angelic hell 

cesar de cesaro, body garden

kian forreal,  authent/ink (australia)

jens, blue harvest tattoo (germany)



jak connolly, ink studios

han, king of kings (holland)

hand & foot

dawnii,

painted lady tattoo parlour



d w frye, on the road

adam sage, 
into you

cecil porter, cecil porter tattoo (usa)



rachel helmich, 

maui tattoo company (hawaii)

darrin white, on the road marvin silva, empire state (usa)

christian jacobson, frontline tattoo (australia)



liorcifer, infernum tattoo (usa)

mark cummings, tnt (australia)

chris hatch, on the road

sean herman, royal street tattoo (usa)



pontus jonsson, 
alternative art (sweden)

dan claessens, beloved tattoo (usa)

micah cichowicz, pioneer tattoo (usa)

ben harris, art machine productions (usa)



mikael de poissy (france)

marco galdo, trafficanti d’arte (italy)

dane mancini, inkamatic (italy)

james graham, twit twoo



cecil porter, cecil porter tattoos (usa)

andy cryztalz, modern body art

mike devries, md tattoo (usa)

vladimir mult, angel studio (russia)

glenn blackburn, eds head
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northampton
tattoo convention

T
he first Northampton Tattoo Convention, in 2012, made

quite an impression. It deliberately set out to carve its

own path and focus its attention on offering something

for all the family. Roll forward twelve months and we’re back

again for a bigger event that’s more cohesive, more rounded,

and even better than last year.

Words and pictures by Perry

The show was held once again in the

Saints rugby ground, close to the centre

of Northampton, which in turn is pretty

much in the centre of the country. This

venue benefits from great transport links

and plenty of parking, and good signage

makes it easy to find. The large outside

space was put to great use, with

interesting displays and fairground

attractions for everyone to enjoy. The owl

sanctuary was back for another year

allowing the public the chance stroke and

pet live owls... before heading on to

watch a chainsaw wood carver noisily

whittling his oak (at which the owls

literally didn’t bat an eyelid!) There were

dodgems, roundabouts and other

fairground rides, plus the return of Ken

Fox’s ever-popular Wall of Death. All of

this outside area was free to access, with

the attractions very reasonably priced. I

thought this was a great way to grab the

attention of any potential visitors passing

by the ground.

Immediately inside the marquee-style

entrance area, all manner of tempting

trinket stalls offered you the chance to

hand over your hard-earned cash in

exchange for t-shirts, shoes, jewellery, hot

sauce, bags, tattoo flash, face painting or

pick ‘n’ mix sweets before you entered

the main event: more than sixty tattoo

artists assembled in the long hall, with

booths along both sides and a row of

artists back to back along the centre too.

The show was held over two days and, as

you would expect, some of the work was

exceptional. One of the stand-out pieces

for me was Geofferson Longley’s

Avengers sleeve (made all the more

impressive by the fact that Geofferson has

only been tattooing for two years). Isobel

Stevenson from Skinnys Ink is another

young talent who looks set to go far. 

1. show organiser nigel up front

2. ollie by alex candela, all 1 tribe

3. megan by dan dwight, 

bella tattoo studio

4. paul by wayne bewley, 

dynamite tattoos

5. what a hoot!

1.

2.

3. 4.

5.
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Lawrence Ah Ching and Daz from 13 Ink

were entertaining the crowds with their

hand-tapping tattoos, whilst opposite

them Dr Evil filled the air with the sweet

smell of burning flesh as he busied

himself slicing and dicing, branding 

and cutting those requiring body mods

extreme. Plain old normal tattooists were

on hand to cater for whatever style you

required – from bold new school to

supercalifragi-realistic, from black & grey

to the brightest of bright colours – 

but you needed to be quick as most

artists were booked up early on.

A full list is available online at

www.northamptontattooconvention.co.uk

The organisers Nigel and Sue, from Suns

and Roses, invest a lot of their time and

money into creating this unique, fun-filled

event. Charity plays a big part in the show

and over the weekend they managed to

raise over one and half thousand pounds

for Prostate Cancer and Help for Heroes.

Much of this came from Nigel pushing

himself to new heights by being

sponsored to ride on the handlebars of

one of the motorbikes on the Wall of

Death, and overcoming his immense fear

of snakes to wrap a large boa constrictor

round his neck. Collecting boxes were all

around the building, tattooists Graham

Crossland and Lee Moore contributed by

tattooing moustaches on fingers and

donating their takings, and the weekend

culminated in a charity auction where

many bargains were up for grabs.

This show has a loving, beating heart at

its centre and it makes a great inky day

out for all the family. If you have never

been, you should give it a go! Keep an

eye on the calendar in Total Tattoo for

next year’s dates.

6.

7.

8. 9. 10.
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11. 12.

14. 15.

16. 17.

13.

6. tom by alex candela, all 1 tribe
7. mark by lee marshall, 

next generation
8. tom by chris smith, 

jekyll & hyde tattoo
9. blake by pj reynolds, 

rising phoenix tattoo
10. adam by bobby leach, 

southmead tattoo
11. dave by julian stanculecsu, 

dracula tattoo (portugal)
12. johnny by davide marazzina, 

alternative art
13. anthony by isobel stevenson, 

skinnys ink
14. jack by joel p blake, 

great western tattoo club
15. emily by georgia marshall, 

next generation
16. fran by giles, inky g’s tattoos
17 natasha by martin yates, 

ouch ink tattoo studio
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COMPETITION WINNERS

Tribal/Celtic/Polynesian

Megan by Dan Dwight, Bella Tattoo Studio

Body Suit

Katt by Bob Hoyle, Garghoyle Tattoo

Jason Butcher, Immortal Ink

Steve Potton, Steve’s Tattoo Studio

Large Colour

Wayne by Geofferson Longley, 

Studio 59 Tattoos

Large Black & Grey

Lesak by Peter, Aylesbury Ink

Small Black & Grey

Slav, Rothwell Tattoo Studio

Small Colour

Briony by Bobby Leach, 

Southmead Tattoo Studio

Portrait

Nick by Natalie Rogers, Alternative Arts

Best Booth

Simon, The Ink Spot 

Best of Convention

Briony by Bobby Leach, 

Southmead Tattoo Studio

18.

20. 21.

22.

19.

18 & 19. wayne by geofferson longley, studio 59 tattoos

20. sarah by pete oz, seven star

21 sinead by isobel stevenson, skinnys ink

22. steph by alastair barnett, the ink spot
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teresa and che

After growing up in a circus and tra
velling the world for

ten years, Lea Nahon ha
s now settled in Brussels. We

met at La Boucherie Mod
erne for a chat about her

 life,

her unique ‘unfinished’ t
attooing style  and her e

xperiences

on the road.

Tell us about the first tim
e you saw a tattoo.

It’s hard to remember the very first time. I’ve been looking at tattoos my whole life! 

I grew up in the Fratellini circus family and most of the people who worked there had tattoos,

even if those tattoos were just blue messes made of scribbles rather than actual drawings. 

The circus tent is still up, beneath the freeway in Paris. It’s crazy that I spent my childhood

learning how to walk on a rope and do back flips on a horse!

So how did you get started in ta
ttooing?

I remember learning how to tattoo. I was watching the movie Cry Baby. There is this scene

where Johnny Depp is in prison and gets a teardrop tattooed on his face. That’s when

everything started for me! I watched the movie over and over and followed all the steps

except going to prison.

Who did you tattoo first?

After trying something on myself I did a small anchor on Betty, the elephant lady of the circus.

It didn’t work that well, but I blame her wrinkly skin. After Betty, I tattooed a couple of friends

who were nice enough to trust me, and then I started to get my first customers.

interview by Marco Annunziata
photos by Lea Nahon
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by che

Which artists inspire you?Egon Schiele is the first that comes to mind,then I would name a few photographers likeRoger Ballen, Nan Goldin and Jan Saudek.When it comes to music, I love Elvis Presleyand Tom Waits. Another inspiration isReverend Mike Ferguson. He took me withhim to Temecula and I met the whole 1stAmendment Tattoo gang.

How would you describe yourstyle?
I don’t think I have a style... but maybe itcould be described as ‘unfinished’? I’m just abit lazy and I never finish my drawings. I liketo keep the construction lines. I think theygive more sense to the drawing instead ofhaving a very clean result. I'm not that badat tattooing, but I’m human... I makemistakes. Another line next to the first one –that’s the trick. Some people see it as a style,but for me it’s just my way of drawing and Ihave to admit it’s very convenient!
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At which shop did you first start tattooing?The very first one was a shop called Kustom Tattoo in Paris. After that I started totravel and I worked in the United States, England, Germany and Canada.
How did you start working at La Boucherie Moderne?I met the artists of La Boucherie Moderne through their band, Tattoo Noise Act. Thesinger is usually naked on stage and gets tattooed while he performs. It’s quite a showand when we met I asked them if they ever thought about doing it with two tattooartists. I went to Belgium for the very next concert and began working with them. So Imoved to Brussels and here I am.

Who tattooed you for the very first time and who did your mostrecent tattoo?
The very first time I got tattooed, I did it myself with a sewing needle. It was on myarm. I got the last one on the same exact spot, but not as a cover-up. It was done bymy friend Joe Moo. I’m in love with every single one of his drawings. He gives themaway as flash, so somebody could already have the same one as you choose, but itdoesn’t matter. He is an old-fashioned tattooer. Getting tattooed by him is a goodexcuse for us to meet and chat for hours as we live quite far away from each other.And also, he has a super gentle touch.

What’s the weirdest thing anyone has askedyou to tattoo?
After all these years I don't really find
anything weird any more, but I guess thewinner would be a friend who asked
me for actual boxer shorts. Basically, I
tattooed him some permanent
underwear. It must be quite funny at
the swimming pool.

Is there anything your
customers should avoid
asking you for?
Animals and birds. I really suck at
drawing them. But feel free to
ask for anything and
everything that is
human-related. As
for colours, we
had a painless
divorce a few
years ago. Would you eve

r accept an offe
r of

being in a tatto
o TV show?

I’m not good at be
ing girly – I can’t s

tand tons of

makeup – but mor
e importantly I ha

te being on a

diet, so I guess no
t.

What do you d
o when you ar

e not at

work?
I sow seeds. I am 

quite a good gard
ener;

everything I plant 
seems to grow. I k

now it’s

something for old 
ladies, but someho

w I like

it. I draw when I’m
 not with my plant

s in the

garden. If I ever h
ave more free time

, I

would like to go b
ack to painting.

What do you li
ke about living

 in

Brussels?
I like it because it’

s a village. Having
 lived in

Paris for almost m
y entire life, when

 I first

came to Brussels I 
thought it was too

 small. But

after a while I star
ted to enjoy the lif

estyle.

There is no stress a
nd people are a lo

t more

human than any p
lace I’ve been befo

re.

Next to the shop w
e have the old ma

rket

and a church with
 a bell that rings

every hour. It feels
 like being in a

harbour in the 30
’s, even if we can’

t

see the ocean from
 here. 
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What about travelling? Tell us about your ‘On The Road’experience.
I love my work because it allows me to travel a lot and meet new people.About ten years ago, I really wanted to go the United States. I happened to meet Karl Marc in Paris and a few months later he invited me towork at his studio. I accepted, and we also worked the Las Vegas conventiontogether. I’d been tattooing for only three years and that was my very firstconvention. I will never forget the shock when I realised that my portfolio wascompletely useless. People seemed to like my drawings though. I also metDave Sanchez at that time. We got along very well and we decided to domore conventions, along with Karl. That’s how the ‘On the Road’ experiencestarted. We did the Salt Lake City convention every year, Seattle, and LongBeach (where Karl started displaying his handmade machines). For somereason I then got refused entry to the USA. Karl moved to Europe, but Davecouldn’t make it. Karl and I kept going on the road, inviting friends from theUSA to join us at conventions, until we decided we’d done enough and it wastime to settle down. Karl works in Paris so I still see him once in a while, butunfortunately it can’t be the same with Dave.
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Do you still like going to
conventions?
I quit going to conventions a couple of years

ago. I went to too many, for too long. I used

to go to one or two every month! It was

exhausting, and I began longing just to be

able to stay in one place for a while. So I

took a break, but now I’m gradually trying

to get back into them. I love to go to the

small ones, where I can see my friends and

talk with clients in a laid back situation. The

next one will be Nantes, in October.

Do you have any advice for young

tattoo artists?
I really don’t have any technical advice. 

Just travel as much as you can, go to

conventions, visit new countries and work

hard every day. Tattooing is the best job

ever!

www.leanahon.com
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taiwan
tattoo

convention
A

tattoo convention in Taiwan always means writing in superlatives. This

convention in the southern Taiwanese town of Kaohsiung is now the most

popular in the country, and it has to be one of the most varied, spectacular

and beautiful tattoo events in the world. Host A-Tai of Top-Tattoo Studio knows he

can rely on the efficiency of his organising team, and the legendary Taiwanese

passion for tattoos, to make this convention at the Banana Pier a huge success.

Text and Photos: Travellin’ Mick  

Yuzen is nervous, and with good reason. Having just returned from a European tour

modelling* for her master Wu Shih-Min, this talented tattoo apprentice will be

showcasing her own work today at the convention for the very first time. Tattooing under

the well-established name of Night Action Tattoo, one of the most highly regarded shops

in the country, she has an incredible weight of responsibility on her shoulders. Across

Asia, and in Taiwan in particular, tattoo contests are taken seriously. Very seriously. A

trophy is seen as an important recognition of a tattooist’s abilities and will be proudly

shown off in the studio, attracting customers in their droves. An artist’s debut on the

international stage is an important step in their career, so Yuzen is covering all the

bases: not one, but two of her female backpieces have been entered into several

categories, including Best Newcomer. Waiting patiently in the judging queue, ready to go

on stage, her models are perfectly prepped but visibly nervous. Yuzen’s fate is now in

the hands of the judges... 
* Tattoo customers are often referred to as “models” in Taiwan.
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1. 2.

3. 4.



The stage area is not the only place inside

the Banana Pier hall where people are

sweating. After his numerous apprentices

and models have erected a massive lion

head sculpture, installed a comfortable

bench for group photos, fed his pet iguana

and hung several massive posters of body

suits, it’s time for Gao Bin, aka Lion King,

to make his entrance. The master calmly

walks in, to be greeted by staff proffering

refreshments. Lion King, a central figure in

Taiwanese tattoo art, has made a name

for himself executing extraordinarily

realistic colour backpieces, mostly based

on ancient Chinese and religious themes.

He is a superstar in Taiwan, and he is

treated like one! But in the privacy of his

own studio he remains a dedicated artist,

working incredibly long hours (early

morning to late at night, with no

weekends) in order to sustain the kind of

output for which Taiwanese artists have

become known. 

Visitors to this convention are always blown away by the sheer numbers of world class

tattoos on show. Many studios focus their entire work year on to this one event in order

to be able to exhibit their very best. Subtle and modestly-sized gems are the exception

here; the rule seems to be The Bigger The Better. Everyone is presenting entire

bodysuits and backpieces (or at the very least a teeny-weeny sleeve...) and there are

literally hundreds of high quality tattoos to be seen. Models are often summoned a few

weeks before the convention so that their tattoos can be reworked to iron out the last tiny

imperfections. Then, anxious but happy, and kitted out in the appropriate underwear,

they stand in front of their master’s booth half-naked, while being photographed

countless times throughout the day. It doesn’t seem to be an onerous task. Far from it. It

is an honour for them to present these tattoos – that have, after all, cost them plenty of

blood, sweat and money – to an awe-struck public.
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5. 6.

7. 8.

1. by horihui (taiwan) 

2. by gao bin ‘lion king’ (taiwan) 

3. gao bin ‘lion king’ working

4. by diau wen (malaysia)

5. by horigen (japan)

6. by yuzen, 

night action tattoo (taiwan)

7 & 8. by a-chi, gc tattoo (taiwan)
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The one tattooist who isn’t doing any

actual tattooing here is of course A-Tai

himself. He’s a highly skilled and popular

artist, but putting on a successful tattoo

convention in Taiwan is like walking a

tightrope and keeping all the plates

spinning at the same time and it demands

all his attention. With tattoos historically

linked with Chinese gang culture (a stigma

and prejudice that still prevails all over

Asia), the authorities keep a watchful eye

on everything that goes on. And there are

rivalries and fierce competition between

studios both locally and around the

country. But tattooing is now big business

in Taiwan, and a convention such as this –

with its thousands of visitors – brings an

important boost to a city whose economy

used to rely pretty much entirely on

income from banana exports. The

convention is well publicised: there are

billboards along the main roads and

banners draped from buildings, television

cameras are ever-present, and the

occasional celebrity makes an

appearance too. A-Tai is always at the

centre of things – coordinating, delegating,

arranging, and providing whatever

equipment or information might be

needed... – and the respect he has earned

is richly deserved. There is an endless

stream of visitors; it’s a very busy show

and attendance figures are high.

9. 10.

11. 12. 13.

14.



9, 10 & 11.  by a-chi, gc tattoo (taiwan)

12. by jason, imperial sky tattoo (taiwan)

13 & 14.  by victor, vj tattoo (taiwan)

15. by andy shou, fright tattoo (taiwan)

16. by diau wen (malaysia) 

17. by a-tai, top-tattoo studio (taiwan)

18 & 19.  by victor, vj tattoo (taiwan)
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Huge crowds are gathered around the

Bloody Ink booth from Malaysia. Flanked

by her bodyguards, tattooist Kinki Ryusaki

– diminutive, pretty and an internet

phenomenon of the kind one only seems

to find in Asia – is signing autographs,

selling prints and being photographed with

her fans. Ask any of the teenagers

queuing for hours for a hug and a pic why

they are doing this and the answer is

always the same: “She is sooooo cute!”

OK, perhaps her fame is not only to do

with her tattoo art, but is that entirely a

bad thing?

21. 22.

23.

24.

20.



In the meantime, the vibe at East Tattoo’s

booth is decidedly more relaxed. One-

armed Yang, cordial Ching, bubbly Chia

and cheery Hua make an amazing team.

Their tattoo work is outstanding, as is their

ability to keep their cool in the midst of this

madness. Well travelled and with solid

English language skills, this hospitable

bunch happily entertain all their foreign

friends (and provide food for them too!).

Overseas studios represented at the

convention include Trafficanti d’Arte from

Italy, and Prive Tattoo and Dirty Roses

Tattoo from Greece; and seasoned tattoo

fans are impressed by a demonstration of

ancient hand tattooing techniques from

Borneo by Jeremy of Monkey Tattoo in

Kuching. Also working at the convention

are Leon Lam from Hong Kong and

German/Hungarian artist Zoltan von

Baronfeind, both of whom love the

Taiwanese scene and try to come over as

often as possible. 

One of the main attractions in the Banana

Pier hall this weekend must surely be the

local Kaohsiung artists: A-Chi (GC Tattoo),

Diau Farn, Brave, Horihui, Shun-Yen and

A-Hein, among others. The incredible

variety of their high-class work defies

description. And Andy Shou from Fright

Tattoo in Taipei is there as well, showing

his mystical black-and-grey tattoos

featuring imagery from Chinese legends.

The biggest surprise this year is that

Taiwanese artists have not only embraced

Chinese and other Asian iconographies,

but have also ventured into (and excelled

at) all kinds of other genres. I saw

outstanding pieces in comic-book and

Chicano styles, for example, that could

easily win trophies at any tattoo

convention anywhere in the world.

20. kinki ryuzaki by walter, bloody ink (malaysia) 

21, 22 & 23.  by horigen (japan)

24. by diau farn (taiwan)

25. by jason, imperial sky tattoo (taiwan)

26. by yang, east tattoo (taiwan)
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And talking of trophies... What happened

to newcomer Yuzen and her dream of

convention success? Well, late into the

third day I bump into her at a group photo

shoot with her crew and she is beaming.

Not only did she win Best Newcomer, she

was also awarded Best Large Colour

Tattoo. And that really is saying something

- especially in Taiwan, where most tattoos

seem to be large or colourful or,

preferably, both!

28. 29.

27.

30.

31.

27. by a-tai, top-tattoo studio (taiwan)

28. by hwe kwe (taiwan)

29. by queen he, cidao tattoo (taiwan) 

30. by diau wen (malaysia)

31. by gao bin ‘lion king’ (taiwan) 
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To find out about our special offers for

display adverts, email

advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

CONVENTION CALENDAR
Tattoo convention listings on this page are free. 

Send your details to Convention Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk,

CO10 7WL, UK or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk All details correct at time of going to press. E&OE.

UK
CONVENTIONS

August 2-4

Maiden City Tattoo
Convention
Millennium Forum Conference Centre
New Market Street, Derry City, 
Northern Ireland
info: Zac, 02871 363076
maidencityink@aol.com

August 10-11

Tattoo Royale
Cheltenham Racecourse,
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL50 4SH
info: 01242 830865
www.tattooroyale.co.uk
enquiries@tattooroyale.co.uk

August 17-18

The Dundee Tattoo
Convention
University of Abertay Union, 
1-3 Bell St, Dundee
www.dundeetattooconvention.co.uk

August 17-18

Norwich Body Art Festival
OPEN, 20 Bank Plain, Norwich, 
Norfolk NR2 4SF
www.norwichbodyartfestival.co.uk
info@norwichbodyartfestival.co.uk

August 25

Female Tattoo Show
Leamington Assembly
Spencer Street, Royal Leamington Spa,
Warwickshire CV31 3NF
www.femaletattooshow.co.uk

August 31 - September 1

Kustom Kulture Blastoff &
Tattoos
Springfields Events Centre
Camel Gate, Spalding PE12 6ET
www.kustomkultureblastoff.com

September 1

Teesside Charity Tattoo
Convention
Thornaby Aerodrome Club
Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 6PA
www.facebook.com/
TeessideCharityTattooConvention2013

September 27-29

London Tattoo Convention
Tobacco Dock, Porters Walk, 
London, E1W 2SF
www.thelondontattooconvention.com

October 16

City of Steel Tattoo
Convention
Magna Science Adventure Centre

Sheffield Road, Rotherham, S60 1DX

www.cityofsteel.co.uk

November 2-3

Halloween Tattoo Bash
The Millennium Stadium, Cardiff 

www.halloweentattoobash.co.uk

November 16 - 17

East Coast Tattoo Expo
Highfield Holiday Park, London Road, Clacton-

On-Sea, Essex, CO16 9QY

www.eastcoastexpo.co.uk

December 14-15

2nd Jurassic Coast Tattoo
Convention
The Allendale Centre, Wimborne, Dorset. 

www.jurassiccoasttattooconvention.co.uk

2014
Feb 15-16

Brighton Tattoo Convention
The Hilton Metropole Hotel, Brighton, East

Sussex

www.brightontattoo.com

June 13-16

Inkfest 3
Sand Bay Leisure Resort, Weston Super Mare

www.inkfest.co.uk

June 21-22

Ink for Heroes
The Racecourse, Knavesmire Rd, York, North

Yorkshire YO23 1EX.

www.inkforheroes.co.uk

Inkforheroes@hotmail.co.uk

OVERSEAS
CONVENTIONS

August 2-4

23rd Berlin Tattoo
Convention
Station-Berlin, Luckenwalder Straße 4-6 10963

Berlin, Germany

www.tattoo-convention.de

August 24-25

3rd Pattaya International
Tattoo Convention
The Hard Rock Hotel, Pattaya, Thailand 

www.camtat.com/show

August 30-September 1

Lake Tahoe Tattoo
Convention
Montbleu Casino, Resort Convention Centre,

55 U.S. 50, Stateline, NV 89449, USA

www.laketahoetattooconvention.com

www.tahoetattoo.com

September 21-22

Galway Tattoo Show
Radisson Hotel, Galway, Ireland

email: galwaytattooshow@gmail.com

www.galwaytattooshow.com

September 27-29

Surf ‘n’ Ink Tattoo Festival
RNA Showground’s Royal International

Convention Centre, 600 Gregory Terrace 

Bowen Hills, Brisbane, Australia

www.tattoosurfnink.com

October 5-6

13. Int. Tattoo Convention St.
Gallen, 
Fürstenlandsaal, 9200 Gossau

Switzerland

www.tattoo-convention-sg.ch

August 30 – September 1, 2013

Stockholm Inkbash
Münchenbryggeriet

Torkel Knutssonsgatan 2

104 62 Stockholm, Sweden

www.stockholminkbash.com

November 3

Tattoo Sunday
Studio Hall, Boogschutterslaan 41

Sint Kruis, Brugge, Belgium

www.facebook.com/tattoosundaybrugge

November 8-10

Florence Tattoo Convention
Fortezza Da Basso, Firenze, Italy

www.florencetattooconvention.com

Tel: (+39) 328 8250275

info@florencetattooconvention.com

December 7-8

Lady Ink
Eventzentrum Z 2000, 2000 Stockerau (bei

Wien), Austria

www.facebook.com/events/483741388346936/

www.facebook.com/LadyInkFemaleTattooArtis

tsOnly
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Who sells Total Tattoo in your area, simply e-mail your

postcode to vickyb@warnersgroup.co.uk and we’ll let

you know who sells it in your area.

Alternatively you can subscribe and save money on the

cover price. Call free to our subscription hotline on

0800 917 8794 or visit our website at

www.totaltattoo.co.uk to find out how.

If you have a tattoo studio you can sell Total Tattoo

magazine on a sale or return basis. If you would like to

find our more about this unique service, simply e-mail

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk and we will send you the

details.

in Total Tattoo issue 108
on sale Thursday 5th September

Interviews

• Ivana Tattoo Art

Explosive technicolour beauty

• Andrey Grimmy

Incredible realism and beyond

• Juan Puente

A tattooed soul

• Liam Sparkes

Hard-hitting brutalist ink

Features

• Private View - 

Evan Lovett, Art Machine Productions

• Cover Model Profile - 

Francesca du Demon

• Mug Shot - Soap from Lab Monkey

• Gallery Plus - 

For your delectation and delight

Conventions

• Custom Carnage - Tattooed motor mayhem

• Krakow Tattoofest - Awesome Ink from Poland

• Essex Tattoo Convention - It’s the only way

All details correct at time of going to press

Explosive
Technicolour

Beautyof 
Ivana Tattoo Art

Incredible 
Realism

& Beyond
From Andrey Grimmy

Mug Shot
Soap form Lab Monkey

Juan 
Puente
a tattooed soul

Liam 
Sparkes
From the edge

Looking for 
inspiration?

Gallery Plus
Awesome tattoos from 

around the world

Private 
View

Evan Lovett
Art Machine 
Productions

Custom Carnage
Tattooed Motor Mayhem

Krakow Tattoofest
Awesome Ink from Poland

Essex Tattoo Convention
It’s the only way

Krakow Tattoofest

Evan Lovett
Andrey Grimmy

Ivana Tattoo Art

NEXT MONTH
A glimpse of what the future holds!

If you would like to see your work published in Total Tattoo, send your pictures to gallery@totaltattoo.co.uk 
or send discs to Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL, UK



DAVID SWAMBO
PHYSICAL GRAFFITI

PORTFOLIO
Showcasing the art and tattoos of some of the best tattooists working today.
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to:
Portfolio, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL, UK
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DAWEI ZHANG
DA WEI TATTOO
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MEL NOIR
Your Granny wouldn’t like it....

N
ot so long ago I did something I swore I’d never do: I

showed my grandma what my tattoos look like. It

happened during a recent not-so-happy family event,

when my mam asked me to show my tattoos to one of my

dad’s friends. Now anyone who reads this column regularly

will know that this kind of scenario is one of my worst

nightmares. My mam might as well have said, “Come and

look at my child, this strange tattooed circus act.” I hate

being paraded around and studied by other people as though

I’m a specimen in a zoo. But on this occasion it was different,

and I was very pleasantly surpised.

My grandma has always known that I have tattoos (I think my

dad must have told her), but I don’t think she knew just how

many I have. However, it turned out that she really likes them –

especially the Russian doll tattoo that Hayley Parkin tattooed on

me a couple of years ago. At this same family event I also learned

that one of my uncles watches Miami Ink religiously, and another

of them has a massive tattoo up the whole of his right side.

Nobody had told me any of this before, despite all my relatives

knowing what I do for a living. I thought it was all awesome, and

it certainly gave us something cool to talk about – and connect

over – during what was actually a really miserable day. I couldn’t

help but wonder if this was some kind of Twilight Zone episode,

or maybe it’s just that the older generation’s opinions of tattoos

are not quite what everyone believes them to be?

So I decided to spend some time exploring the idea. I mean, after

all, anyone old and stuffy was young once. Many young tattooed

people assume the old dears in the post office queue are judging

them because of what’s on their skin – and, as someone in her

20s, I have to admit that I’ve sometimes thought the same way

myself about people who appear to be more conservative than me

in their outlook. We seem to be constantly hearing how older

people hate us if we’re carefree or look different. But aren’t we
behaving just as badly if we make the automatic assumption that

older people are ripping the piss out of our existence? What if all

those older people are really just admiring what’s there, and

getting hate for no reason?

I decided to take to Tattoosday UK’s Facebook page and ask

everyone there what their older relatives thought of their tattoos.

I was pretty surprised to see that readers in their 40s and 50s still

cover up their tattoos around their mothers. Wow! Is tattooing

really still so stigmatised? I was under the impression that the

‘outsider’s’ view of tattooing had changed. (As much the tattoo

cognoscenti might disparage Miami Ink and LA Ink, the fact that

these TV shows could well be your grandma’s only

understanding of tattooing is not such a bad thing. After all, not

so long ago she might have thought that only bikers and

criminals had tattoos.)

So many people feel judged by others – and hide their tattoos

from the outside world because of that. It’s a real shame (and it’s

something that I hope will change some day). But alongside the

continued popularity of tattooing, it seems there will always be

those who use it as a soapbox to put others down. The media has

an ugly side too, with all those debates about whether tattooed

people are degenerates and part of some extremely worrying

trend. You see it whenever it’s a slow news day, or if a columnist

can’t be bothered to think of anything of value to say, and you

see it on daytime TV shows, where they like to discuss whether

people who have tattoos should be allowed to work alongside

‘normal’ people. If you’re someone who is tattooed, there will

always be a small part of you that sees stuff like that and wonders

if people really think that way.

Unless you’ve been living under a rock with your eyes closed

and your fingers in your ears, you’ll know how much the public

perception of tattooing has altered in recent years. These days,

people are much more willing to put their prejudices to one side

and admire a good tattoo. On the other hand, for some strange

reason, we’re all still scared of showing grandma what our skin

looks like! It’s been a long time since anyone’s best buddy got

kicked out of their house because of their tattoo, but people are

still freaked out by the thought of letting their family know about

their ink.

Tattooing shouldn’t be a shameful secret. It’s a really beautiful

thing that makes you look cool and makes people fancy you! If

you’re someone who still keeps wearing long-sleeved jumpers at

family meals and wishes they could wear shorts at summer

BBQs, do yourself a favour. Stop hiding yourself away! Your

grandma might even show you her Iron Maiden tattoos and

pierced belly button in return. Hey, you never know.
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